HEALTH CLEARANCE FOR HEALTH PROFESSIONS STUDENTS

I'VE BEEN EXPOSED TO COVID-19

DO YOU HAVE SYMPTOMS?

NO

ARE YOU UP-TO-DATE WITH COVID VACCINATION (vaccinated & boosted if eligible)?

YES

NO

Quarantine: Monitor for symptoms*; follow guidelines for testing and precautions. Communicate with your program representative and your clinical facility, if applicable, about length of quarantine.

You may attend class; Monitor for symptoms*; follow guidelines for testing and precautions.

I HAVE SYMPTOMS OF COVID-19

ISOLATE and GET a TEST:

Call Campus Health if eval needed: 919-966-6573.

Communicate with your program representative and your clinical facility, if applicable, about length of isolation & return date.

If PCR test is negative, may return to class/clinicals when symptoms resolve/improve, with recommended precautions.

SYMPTOMS DEVELOP

+ POSITIVE TEST

I'VE HAD A POSITIVE COVID-19 TEST

ISOLATE:

Follow Campus Health instructions.

If you were tested off-campus, report results at go.unc.edu/covidpositive.

Communicate with your program representative and your clinical facility, if applicable, about return date.

SYMPTOMS DEVELOP

+ POSITIVE TEST

YES

ARE YOU UP-TO-DATE WITH COVID VACCINATION (vaccinated & boosted if eligible)?

No

Getting tested at UNC

CDC guidelines for length of isolation and quarantine, testing after exposure & recommended precautions

HOW TO quarantine (CDC) HOW TO isolate (CDC)

Interactive quarantine and isolation calculator (CDC)

CDC work restriction guidance for healthcare personnel who test positive or are exposed to COVID-19
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